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Abstract

We are developing a secure programming language, M, that can be used for programming net-
worked spaces: dynamically extensible, multi-person, networked, persistent, distributed virtual worlds
(such as MUDs and MOOs)[Sar98]. Rather than design M from scratch, we are reusing as much of Java
technology as possible to ensure that the resulting language is extremely familiar to the mainstream
programmer. M features the use of (logic-variable style) promises and vats (cf the recently proposed
Java isolates, JSR 121) for (data-flow) concurrency (rather than the notorious Java threads), and
develops the idea of object-references as capabilities for fine grained authorization and access control
(within a collection of worlds running in a single JVM instance).

A central problem in capability programming is confinement. A (security) principal A may wish
to grant a capability c to a principal B only if s/he can be assured that while B can propagate c to
objects in its “private” state, B will not propagate c to any other publically reachable object (such
as another principal). The capability model has notoriously been held to be incapable of solving
this problem (e.g., [WBDF97]) because putatively B is free to send c to any object it has access to,
including other publically reachable objects.

We propose to solve this problem by requiring that M programmers use type annotations to
specify statically checkable constraints on the runtime object-reference graph. We identify the notion
of a neighborhood of an object (corresponding intuitively to the idea of private state of an object).
We provide a type annotation confined that statically approximates the neighborhood. The type-
checking rules guarantee that (1) an object has an incoming confined reference iff all its incoming
references are confined, (2) confined values (values stored at a confined type) can only propagate
through confined links, and (3) a confined object is reachable (through confined links) from at
most one object (the root of the neighborhood) that has an incoming non-confined link (i.e., is a
“publically accessible” object). The rules are rich enough to allow (the static approximation of) the
neighborhood of an object to be any kind of graph.

We introduce an additional annotation contained, and define type rules which allow contained

values to be propagated only through confined references. Thus an object o that receives an object s
through a contained argument of a method invocation (on a public reference to o) is prevented from
propagating s to any object that is not in o’s confined state, thus solving the confinement problem.

This paper may be obtained from http://www.cse.psu.edu/~saraswat/neighborhood.pdf.
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